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Recently we designed a workspace for certain civil engineering simulation applications to be run in 
distributed computing environments. On this poster we very quickly overview a typical workflow of 
this system and then highlight specific computer science challenges. We discuss a toolkit which we 
developed for templating complex simulations. This file management tool is intended for distilling a 
user specified parameters into the complex inputs of our simulations, as well as manage the files of 
these simulations for input, output and deletion. Also, as these simulations require an odd 
assortment of dependency files, we have to insure that all these pieces are sent to whatever 
distributed computing backend we select. We also briefly discuss the broader applications which 
motivated this work.
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[File Listing]

/ result_sim
0 variable
system static

controlDict variable
sampleDict variable
fvSolution variable
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Motivating Application

Broader Impacts
In the long term, this virtual windtunnel is intended to make certain types of CFD analysis possible 
for civil engineers who are not CFD experts. This will allow easier evaluation of the wind properties 
of proposed designs. This platform is also being used as a basis for studies in crowd-sourcing for 
high complexity tasks.

In a collaboration with the civil engineering department, we have built a “virtual wind tunnel”, to 
analyze the wind effects on proposed structures using industry grade Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD). This application is accessible from an online portal. Simulations are sent to distributed 
computing backends. We have published a description of the overall design (1). This is a typical 
workflow:

Step 1: Upload a building design

Step 2: Take a horizontal 
cross-section of the design

Step 3: Set simulation parameters and run several simulation tasks

Step 4: Analyze simulation results

Underlying Computer Science Problem:
Dependency File Suitcases

Underlying Computer Science Problem:
Simulation Input Management

Future Directions:

Building designs can be uploaded as 
shapes in the .dae file type. (Many 
standard programs such as Sketchup, 
export this file type.)

Since a full simulation is computationally 
unfeasible, we take horizontal cross 
sections of the building as the basis of a 
simulation.

Getting files back before the distributed computing task is done
For many reasons, (checking simulations for correctness, querying simulation progress, etc.) it is 
useful to retrieve files from the simulation before the simulation is done. Most distributed computing 
backends, however, only return files when the task is done. There is an open question on what is 
the best way to do this. Specifically, how often should a file be retrieved? Should the file be sent 
whole or streamed? This question also depends heavily on the actual distributed computing 
backend being used. We intend to explore this problem to enhance the feedback of our front-end.

Auto-scaling processor use with simulation size and user type
To speed these simulations up, we can run them in parallel, (which we already do). However, 
different simulations have different mesh sizes (see left) and should be partitioned among 
processors accordingly. However, we do not want to give lower privileged users access to too many 
cores at once. The ideal would be to use the mesh number and user data to decide the number of 
cores used. This, however, would require extra coordination between the front-end and the back-
end, but does open up more possibilities, (such as gathering data to characterize task timing, and 
use that to optimize core usage.)The Problem:

Our Solution:

Future Work:

Our Solution (2 parts):

Sample Template Configuration:
[scripts]

mesh () (mesh) Building Section
sim (mesh) (simulation) Simulate 
Windtunnel
post (sim) (local) Windtunnel Sample
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– The underlying CFD software packages which we used to make this virtual wind tunnel have complex 
and non-user-friendly input formats. 

– A typical simulation takes an entire directory of files as input and involves several different programs.
– Our front-end is a web portal, used by non-experts in CFD.
– Therefore, we need a means to translate the user input to CFD input. 
– However, this translation also had to accommodate many different CFD simulation types and be easy 

to change according to collaborator requirements.

Templater Tool:

– First, in order to cope with the various file types used in simulation meshing we created 
several intermediate file types and a suite of translator programs.

– These translator programs behave analogously to a compiler, taking the simple mesh 
specification of the front-end and making files that could be used by the CFD programs.

– Second, we created a tool to handle the management of the raw CFD case files. 
– This tool is designed to handle many different CFD templates. That way, we can dial the 

complexity allowed to a user for managing a simulation. 
– Each template includes a configuration, and a set of files for that template.

The programs for this virtual wind tunnel comprised a number of unique simulation programs, as 
well as other auxiliary programs of our own design. These programs had unusual software 
dependancies which were not present in many of the computing backends (primarily UGE grids) 
which we were using.

– For each task of our portal, we comprised a 
“suitcase” of files to be taken with the task 
along with the input and task script.

– These suitcases comprised additional needed 
executables and libraries.

– However, the problem also required several 
unpacking steps to insure the program would 
see these suitcase files.

– Due to the length of simulation tasks, it was 
better for the overhead to be minimal. (No 
system call interposition.)

– Our framework unpacks the suitcase files 
places them into directories and modifies a 
number of environment variables to insure the 
task runs.

As of right now, the management of suitcases is contained within the code of our task manager. We 
want to separate out the pieces which handle these suitcases into its own stand-alone program. We 
also wish to create our own suitcase file type for making this entire system more robust.

Additionally, we wish to experiment with the various methods of joining a suitcase of auxiliary files to 
a task running in a distributed system. Some methods, such as full virtual machine disk images 
have the virtue of being widely useable but requiring overhead but other methods, such as copying 
the files and changing the environment variables has less overhead. We wish to study the tradeoffs 
and implications of this problem.

Velocity in flow direction: Pressure:

Simulation Mesh:

Lift Coefficient:

Parameters:

Task Manager

– The configuration defines a set of variables for a template. For each simulation case, those variables 
may be set freely (by the web front-end) and the templater tool will handle updating the simulation files.

– The tool's main commands are: Create case, Print variables, Set variables, Roll back task

     constant variable
polyMesh result_mesh

section.sgf provided
stats.txt provided
params.txt variable

sets result_post
cache result_sim

data result_post
forceCoeffs result_sim
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[vars]

boundaryTop= 'SYM_PLANE'
boundaryLow= 'SYM_PLANE'

endTime= '2'
deltaT= '0.002'

useForceCoeffs= '1'
( . . . )
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